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The predicted explosion of the Internet of Things (IoT) expects to see more than 50 billion devices connected by 2020. As 
IoT’s potential impact on the waste management industry increases, the future looks promising. Innovative IoT solutions are 
being adopted by both private and public sector organisations to progressively improve their waste management operations. 
Predefined routes and outdated methods of waste collection are increasingly being replaced with sensor-enabled bins and 
sophisticated waste management applications to truly drive operational efficiency and deliver substantial cost savings.

Intechnology’s award winning innovative IoT solution provides waste management organisations and departments with a 
comprehensive solution that includes ultra-sonic fill level sensors, a detailed configuration tool, an in-depth data and analytics 
platform and the ability to optimize collections and picks through our route planning software.

Features and Benefits:

• Easily installed to existing bins: Sensors can easily be installed to almost any kind of existing bin or container you have in  
  operation meaning you can turn your estate ‘smart’ with minimum disruption and cost without the need to replace your  
  existing assets.

• Measures both materials and liquids: Sensors can be deployed into a variety of environments and scenarios to monitor both  
  sold waste and fill levels.

• Identify inefficiencies in your operations: Through our powerful data and analytics dashboard, inefficiencies can be identified  
   in your pick routines and can help identify under or over utilised bins.

• Single analytical reporting dashboard: By delivering a single data analytics and reporting dashboard organisations can  
   instantly begin to gain a holistic view of their asset portfolio and through machine learning begin to make informed decisions  
   and predictive analysis. By further integrating existing disparate data sets deeper insights and understandings can be achieved.

• Integrated temperature and tip functions: Receive immediate notifications in any of your assets are tipped or upturned and if  
   any of them catch fire, for example through unextinguished cigarettes.

• Location tracking: Through geo positional tracking organisations can quickly and clearly identify the specific location of their  
   deployed assets, providing peace of mind and enhanced security.

A new dawn is emerging that is set to transform the 
way we manage our waste. 
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Through the Intechnology Waste Management solution, providers are able to monitor their waste management assets to gain a 
more thorough understanding of their efficiencies, accurately deliver optimised pick routes and recognise evident trends in order 
to deliver improved services, drive operational efficiencies and save on operational budgets.

Our cloud based digital services platform allows you to gain a deeper insight through data integration and reporting. All deployed 
sensors and services are monitored and reported on via a single centralised management dashboard from which organisations 
can get an immediate understanding of their deployed assets as well as configure pre-defined triggers and alarm notifications. 
Detailed and in-depth reports can be configured to be automatically generated and properly distributed to key stakeholders 
throughout the organisation.

Centralised data hub
to collate multiple 

disparate data sets from 
across your organisation 

into a single user  
friendly interface. 

Scalability of 
our platform grows as your 

services do, from initial 
pilot to complete portfolio 

installation. 

In-depth analytics
by visualising generated 

data organisations can gain 
greater insights to enable 

informed decisions. 

Cost efficient
cloud-based solution to 
remove the need for any 

expensive unecessary  
on-site hardware.
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Helping your digital 
transformation journey

Talk to us today about starting your digital ‘Smart’ journey to enable 
operational efficiency and drive cost savings throughout your organisation.

Call us on 01423 510 510 or email 
info@intechnologysmartcities.com
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